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CAMP SOVEREIGNTY 
31 January 2024

Hi Alison,

My name is Keiran, and I am reaching out to you on behalf of Camp Sovereignty, a First Nations protest camp located in so-called
"Kings Domain".

We would like to organise a meeting with you as soon as possible to address our demands, namely the demand for a small section of
"Kings Domain" to be returned to First Nations ownership and management so that we can have a space for political and cultural
practices and education, as well as the renaming of "Kings Domain" to a more appropriate local traditional name.

This in line with similar trends in the capitals of Canberra, Sydney, Brisbane, and Adelaide, as well as several regional towns and cities
across the continent.

At present, the area we are occupying (known as the 'Kings Domain Resting Place') is the preferred location, due to its historical,
cultural and spiritual significance both as a historic Reserve for First Nations people, and as a burial site of some 38 First Nations
people's remains. I have attached a photo showing the location on google maps for your reference, including a rough and negotiable
outline of the proposed area. 
However, if this space is untenable, we would also be open to a location within either Carlton Gardens or Parliament Gardens due to
their central location to the CBD as well as their location within the Parliamentary district of Melbourne City.

Going forward, we intend to use the space as both a political and cultural centre for First Nations people. This would include the
ability for us to employ local First Nations people to teach local culture and history, facilitate cultural and historical tours of the local
area for local First Nations people, non-Indigenous tourists, school groups, etc; provide a local point of contact for First Nations
people travelling into the area; provide a space for culturally appropriate healing for our people; as well as social services and
advocacy for struggling members of our community as required.

We implore you to engage in dialogue with us in good faith at your earliest convenience so that we can reach a mutually beneficial
outcome for both the local First Nations community as well as the City of Melbourne. We also request that pending a meeting and as
an act of good-faith, City of Melbourne refrains from having its authorised officers and/or VicPol officers from requesting we remove
temporary structures in the form of the marquees which we have erected for shelter from the sun and any potential rain so that our
elders and vulnerable people are safe. In return, as an act of good faith, we will limit our infrastructure to two temporary and non-
fixed standard 3m x 3m marquees and request that people refrain from bringing or erecting any tents in line with the 'Activities Local
Law 2019'.

I eagerly await your reply on this matter.

Sincerely,
Keiran Stewart-Assheton, 
National President,
Black Peoples Union 
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CAMP SOVEREIGNTY is a sacred
space that has its own community

rules to ensure respect, harmony
and education 

CAMP SOVEREIGNTY is a
healing space and a
foundation for treaty 
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City of Melbourne 
DOMAIN PARKLANDS 

MASTER PLAN 
2019-2039

The city of Melbourne master plan
       comments and observations: 

cultural overlay noted as an independent
component of the gardens to the landscape 
aspects of indigenous history are noted
including location of sacred burial site of 38
First Nations peoples but no deign overlays
shown other than descriptions of ideas.
Noted that the flora and fauna of this area was
managed responsibility and respectfully by the
First Nations People
landscape was most likely grasslands, wetland
systems and red eucalyptus gums.
Recommendation that area around Kings
Domain suitable for landscape works only,
rather than any built structures/memorial 
Pre-European settlement on timeline has no
detailed description of indigenous timelines
how does this master plan actually “respect and
reveal the aboriginal cultural heritage of the
area.…” in any meaningful way?
How does any part of the Masterplan detail an
indigenous landscape experience when it does
not form any of the “landscape characters” as
per this masterplan?
Exploration of renaming of gardens
recommended by masterplan.
 How does the masterplan “explore and
strengthen relationships to Tromgin and
Birrarung?” 
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